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All in Order
Christoffer Ellegaard
Mister All-in-Order loves nothing more than order. His 
house is impeccably clean and his garden is flawless… 
What more could he possibly tidy up and clean?

A superb graphic work on gouache in vivid colors, which 
blends perfectly with the architectural and sleek lines of 
the beginning, and the lush and abundant forest at the 
end. Christoffer Ellegaard shows off a funny and intelligent 
picture book, to express the importance that a little mess 
and fantasy can have in a well-ordered life. It questions the 
link between Man and Nature, and makes the case that in 
striving too hard to control, direct and bend Nature, we end 
up destroying it. An ecological tale that encourages us to 
welcome a little mess in our life.

17,4 x 24 cm - Hardcover - 36 pages

it’s in The Detail
Élisa Géhin
An elongated picture book which zooms in on the world, 
allowing tiny tots to explore their surroundings in detail.

This is an ultra-modern book, picking up on one of Élisa Géhin’s 
favourite themes: classification. It features lists galore, in an 
unusual order. Things are classified, but differently in each 
chapter. Children learn to name the things around them while 
discovering the world from many points of view. Without the 
readers even noticing, this book helps them develop an artistic 
outlook on the world.

16 x 27 cm - Hardcover - 128 pages

On The Whole  
Élisa Géhin
In this beautiful book, Élisa Géhin invites small children to see 
the world as a succession of places formed by collections of 
people, things, animals, plants or even aliens! 
17.5 x 21 cm - Hardcover - 78 pages 

rights sold: English (north America), german, italian, 
Simplified & Complex Chinese, Swedish



My Little paradise
Lili Scratchy

A fresh and bubbly picture book to remember that our 
own paradise is never far away!
What could be worse than parents always watching you, 
a cat vomiting into your slippers, or having the same 
friends since kindergarten? To escape all of this, our 
character starts imagining her own paradise: alone on an 
island in the middle of nothing, true happiness. Still, she 
would need her favorite sneakers, the pizza guy, shelves 
for the books, and her parents for the goodnight hugs…

In a wacky and offbeat style, Lili Scratchy offers us a 
determined and endearing little girl in which all kids can 
see themselves. A funny and cheeky way for the reader 
to reconsider their not-so-depressing everyday life.

17,4 x 24 cm - Hardcover - 32 pages

Popdouwizz • Lili Scratchy

Coco’s Team
Mimi Bossy / Whiny Whiner 
Christophe Nicolas & Anouk Ricard
Creatures that are stubborn but also tenderhearted 
and terribly endearing, in a word: kids! The characters 
of Coco’s gang come to life with Anouk ricards quirky 
and humorous drawing.
After Coco Bagarre and Princesse Caca learn about two 
new delicious characters: Mimi Commande (Mimi Bossy) 
and Ouin-Ouin (Whiny Whiner). You get the picture. It’s 
forbidden to laugh with Mimi unless she says so. And 
with Whiny, be careful, you will need to pack loads of 
tissues, because he can find sadness anywhere...
17 x 19 cm - Hardcover - 32 pages

Fighting Coco Muddy Princess



An Awesome Cow-Boy Story 
Delphine Perret

Delphine perret is in charge of a schizophrenic little book 
mocking the politically correct and playing with story-telling. 
it is absolutely irresistible and hilarious.

“It’s the story of a cow-boy. I replaced him with a monkey 
because I was told that cowboys are too scary.” This is how this 
awesome cowboy story begins...

On the left page: large text telling stories of an unwieldy 
cowboy that eats baby rabbits, swears and robs banks. So, how 
can one illustrate such unbridled violence? Delphine Perret 
rewrites the story on the right page, giving life to a monkey that 
brushes his teeth while enjoying aerobics. This creates an 
absolutely hilarious text-image relationship for this explosive 
book, which mocks political correctness. 

15 x 21 cm - Hardcover - 32 pages

Olive & Léandre 
Alex Cousseau & Janik Coat
A bear and an octopus are looking for each other in 
the ocean’s vastness. Everything opposes them, and 
though… 

Léandre is a bear living far up North. Olive is an 
octopus that lives all the way down South... Perhaps 
between the North and the South, somewhere in the 
middle, they can find space together. 

This is a very classic love story (with love letters, and 
everything opposing the lovers, etc.) but with fantasy 
added in. And yes, a bear and an octopus can live 
together, whatever ethologists or oceanologists may 
say. Janik Coat takes us from the depths to the surface 
of the colorful ocean and its engaging characters. This 
incredibly heart-warming picture book tells of the 
importance of perseverance in the pursuit of love.

24,8 x 34,8 cm - Hardcover - 32 pages



The Stinky Tribe 
Élise Gravel & Magali Le Huche
if you thought that dirty children were stupid, 
you’re in for a surprise! Especially if your name is 
Yvonne Carré. 

Have you heard of the stinky tribe? They’re a little 
gang of dirty children who live with their animal 
friends in huts made of sticks. Fanette Ducoup, the 
tiny leader, saved the tribe from Yvonne Carré’s 
clutches. If there’s one person who loathes the 
forest children, it’s Yvonne Carré, the head of the 
orphanage! She’s determined to clean up those 
cheeky monkeys and has tried everything to lure 
them into her washing machine....

Nonstop fun, ecology and freedom. 

Thanks, Élise and Magali!

24 x 32 cm - Hardcover - 32 pages

The Truth About Other 
planet’s residents 
Julien Baer & Magali Le Huche

A funny and gentle journey of discovery to meet the 
inhabitants of other planets…

In this wacky, fake documentary, the author shows 
different types of inhabitants that he met, describing 
them skillfully with few well-chosen words. We learn 
that the Martian is a hand, that the Mercurian is often 
cold and wears a scarf at all times, the inhabitants of 
Orion are very, very flat and that the Nekkarian looks 
Asian but actually, isn’t.

With a sparing use of words and lines, this gallery of 
character stands on a thin line between tenderness 
and crazy humor. A precious little two-color picture 
book with a linen cover to laugh, give and let you 
dream.

15 x 15 cm - Hardcover - 72 pages
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harmonia mundi 
diffusion livres

« L’habitant d’Algol est un cube à skis 
(ce qui est curieux car la température 

s’élève à 2 570 °C). »

La vérité  
sur les habitants  

des autres  
planètes

Julien Baer 
Magali Le Huche



Pedro Crocodile And George Alligator • 
Delphine Perret  rights sold: English 
(US), Simplified & Complex Chinese, 
italian, Dutch

Pablo And His Chair • Delphine Perret
rights sold: English (World), Simplified 
& Complex Chinese

Björn And The Big Wide World 
Delphine perret

Björn, Six Bear Stories
Delphine perret
rights sold: Dutch, Simplified 
& Complex Chinese, polish, 
italian, Turkish, Spanish 
(World), german

Delphine 
perret

Curly Polly • Delphine Perret & Sébastien 
Mourrain  rights sold: Spanish (World), 
Danish, Simplified Chinese

Santa Fruta • Delphine Perret & 
Sébastien Mourrain
rights sold: Spanish (World)

Once Upon A Thousand Time • 
Ludovic Flamant & Delphine Perret

Panic In Bogey Village • Mrzyk & 
Moriceau    
rights sold: Korean, Simplified 
Chinese

Kidnapping In Bogey Village • Mrzyk 
& Moriceau   
rights sold: Simplified Chinese

Mzryk & Moriceau



Third Branch On The Left • 
Alexandra Pichard  
rights sold: Turkish, Spanish 
(Mexico, Latin America, USA)

At The Office • Guillaumit
rights sold: Simplified Chinese

This Is How The Earth Turns • 
Martine Laffon & Mayumi Otero
rights sold: Spanish (World)

The Aliens Are Coming 
Sophie régnier & nicolas Barrome Forgues

Hernig & Zebraël • Victor Boissel & 
Beax

Gentle Rascals • Miguel Tanco
rights sold: Korean, Simplified 
Chinese
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Les aventures extraordinaires 
de Dany, le gravillon de pavillon 
qui voulait voir la mer, 
et de Serge, le courageux bousier.

Entre ces deux-là ce sera
à la vie à la mer !
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The Stone Who Dreamt Of The Sea
Claire Schvartz

The Bear And The Trapper 
Christophe Swal

Tales • Delphine JacquotI Am The Jellyfish • Béatrice Fontanel 
& Alexandra Huard

All Ducks • Bruno Gibert

First Day • Fleur Oury
rights sold: Simplified Chinese, 
Japanese

The Little Louse Knows • Mathis & 
Aurore Petit
rights sold: portuguese

The Little Louse Laughs • Mathis & 
Aurore Petit

Together With Dad • Julien Roux In Bed At Night • Julien Roux The Birds • Julien Roux
rights sold: Korean

Julien roux



The Invention Of The Dictionnary • 
Frédéric Marais & Jean Lecointre

Ottoki • Frédéric Marais
rights sold: Korean

Ephemeral • Frédéric Marais
rights sold: Korean

Yasuke • Frédéric Marais

Didgeridoo • Frédéric Marais

Frédéric 
Marais

Shelters • Emmanuelle Houdart
rights sold: italian

My Planet • Emmanuelle Houdart
rights sold: italian, Complex  
Chinese

Emmanuelle Houdart

A Little Blue Fly • Mathias Friman
rights sold: Simplified Chinese

Peter And Herman • Delphine Jacquot
rights sold: german, Simplified Chinese



Lost Property • Cristina 
Sitja Rubio 

Old Friends • Cristina Sitja Rubio 

Jojo & Co • Vincent Mathy Ploc • Yassine Senor Nachos • ChamoWhatsisname-Thingy •  
Jochen Gerner

Collection Cubes 

My Father’s Grandma • 
Gaëtan Dorémus

Some People’s Lives • François Morel &  
Martin Jarrie

Jean-Loup Does Stuff • 
Clémentine Mélois

Gommettes 2000 • Collectif
rights sold: Japanese

A Lifetime to learn • Gabriele 
Rebagliati & Michio Watanabe
rights sold: Korean

What Are You Doing Mummy ? • 
Mélanie Grisvard & Vincent Bourgeau

Mr Tidy & Mr Messy • Lionel Serre

The Adventures Of Dolores Wilson  
Mathis & Aurore Petit

Panic At The Mini-
Market

The Castle Of 
Hypnosis

Turbulences On Board The Abominable  
Bipolar Bear

Spring-Cleaning  
At Stinkyland

Till & The CheatersThree Adventures  
Of Till Owlyglass

Till The Flute Player

Till Owlyglass 
Philippe Lechermeier & Gaëtan Dorémus

Such A Tiny Little Nut • Sylvain 
Alzial & Sébastien Touache

Ramble • Nathalie Lété
rights sold: Dutch
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